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Queuing for Waste: Sociotechnical Interactions within a Food
Sharing Community
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the practices of organising face-to-face
events of a volunteer-run food-sharing community in Denmark.
The ethnographic fieldwork draws attention to the core values un-
derlying the ways sharing events are organised, and how - through
the work of volunteers - surplus food is transformed from a com-
modity to a gift. The findings illustrate the community’s activist
agenda of food waste reduction, along with the volunteers’ con-
cerns and practical labour of running events and organising the
flow of attendees through various queuing mechanisms. The paper
contributes to the area of Food and HCI by: i) outlining the role of
queuing in organising activism and ii) reflecting on the role that
values, such as collective care and commons, can play in structuring
queuing at face-to-face events.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Collaborative and social
computing design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Food waste is regarded as the amount of edible food which is dis-
posed of as a consequence of decisions and actions taken by retailers,
food service providers and consumers [43]. Issues of food waste
have been linked to contemporary societal problems, such as food
poverty, unsustainable resource management, and economic loss
[1, 76]. In affluent societies food surplus is generated, for the most
part, at the end of the supply chain during distribution and retail
[41]. Addressing such concerns, a plethora of commercial, char-
itable and community-based initiatives have proliferated across
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the world (see [20] for an extensive review). Some examples in-
clude commercial enterprises, such as Too Good to Go [38] and
Karma [51], charitable organisations, such as FoodCloud [27] or
FareShare [26], and community initiatives, such as Olio [74] or
Foodsharing.de [23]. Each of these examples illustrate the many
ways digital technologies can be used to rescue and redistribute
surplus food: from advertising cooked food that can be picked up
at lower prices, to connecting overstocked supermarkets to local
charities, or structuring interactions and food exchanges between
private citizens.

Relatedly, HCI research has witnessed a burgeoning interest in
food [11, 12, 42]. Studies have argued for the importance to unravel
the variety and richness of food practices – from production and
transport to purchasing, preparation and consumption – and to
consider them as compelling contexts for design [16, 83]. Research
has emphasised a desire to move away from designs intended to
improve food-human interactions that are generally considered to
be problematic - e.g correcting unhealthy food habits – towards
the role of technology in enabling enjoyable food experiences [42],
collective actions [52] and advocacy [17], and more just [80] and
sustainable [46] food systems.

This article furthers the area of Food and HCI by illustrating the
central meanings and values underlying how food sharing practices
are organised within Foodsharing Copenhagen (FS-CPH), a grass-
roots initiative that has been operating in Denmark since 2016. The
initiative is driven by an activist agenda concerned with food waste
reduction as it pertains to issues of environmental sustainability.
The community operates to prevent food waste on the final stage
of the supply chain by redistributing surplus food which has been
collected from retail outlets at face-to-face events. It also operates to
make visible and spread awareness on the limits of food distribution
systems and sensitise people towards more careful and sustainable
food practices. Differentiating from initiatives focusing on vulnera-
ble groups [26, 27, 80], FS-CPH puts emphasis on redistributing food
unconditionally with anyone attending physical events. Moreover,
in contrast to other initiatives heavily relying on technological me-
diation to structure transactions [14, 24, 33], food sharing practices
at FS-CPH events – especially interactions between volunteers and
attendees – predominantly take place face-to-face.

The paper foregrounds the ways FS-CPH organises food sharing,
particularly through the volunteers’ labour and practical concerns
to structure the flow of attendees at events. The analysis illustrates
that as volunteers collect, sort edible food out, and run events for
others to help prevent food waste, the labour of facilitating atten-
dees’ participation becomes an important aspect to the community’s
activist agenda. In this context, a mundane activity such as queuing
becomes central to the processes of re-framing food items from
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waste to gifts, that is a type of transaction that values personal re-
lationships and emotional qualities (see, for instance [42, 90, 100]).
Our previous work [5] has investigated how the community sus-
tains its activities through specialised working groups and the use
of different digital technologies – from social media groups, to man-
agement and communication tools to support the enrolment of new
volunteers and coordinate work. This article unpacks the work of
organising collective action at food sharing events, both in terms of
upholding the community’s core visions and of practically manag-
ing and running events. We argue that making visible the work that
goes into managing interactions at events – e.g. between attendees
and gifted food – is necessary to understand how collective actions
striving for social change unfold in the everyday, the situated forms
they might take (e.g. queuing mechanisms) and the ways they inter-
twine with the ideals, goals and values the community strives for.
While previous work [14, 24, 33] has focused on digitally-enabled
food sharing mechanisms, our design considerations centre on the
organisation of people - specifically managing queuing systems -
as central to an activist agenda. Focusing on the challenges and
the consequences, rather than the solution space [2], we highlight
approaches to designing for queuing in community settings and
discuss the role of digital technologies in structuring the flow of
attendees at sharing events.

We borrow from scholarship on Communities Economies [37] to
explore the role digital technology can play in both facilitating and
configuring social dynamics at sharing events. FS-CPH members
strive towards cultivating a food sharing community rather than
running a free supermarket where food can just be collected at
the attendees’ convenience. Community economies entails a set of
economic practices that explicitly foregrounds the role of commu-
nities and their values in envisioning alternatives to mainstream
transactions of goods and services. By foregrounding values such
as interdependence, collective well-being, social and environmen-
tal health, this research area provides a framework to rethink the
processes of organising sharing events.

The data were collected by the first author through fieldwork car-
ried out over a five-month period, and which featured interviews,
participatory observations, a short questionnaire and a workshop.
The findings illustrate three central themes that are instrumental to
understanding the design space for queuing at food sharing events.
The first theme, activism, outlines how, for many participants, pre-
venting food waste is a form of activism against a ’broken’ food
system. With the second theme, we introduce the notion of gifting,
which shows how food is invested with different meanings as it
moves from donors to volunteers and, finally to attendees at shar-
ing events. Finally, the third theme zooms in on how queuing is
organised at sharing events, thus outlining the tension between
volunteers’ efforts to adhere to activist ideals and, at the same time,
practically managing the flow of attendees at events.

In discussing the findings, we reflect on the role digital technol-
ogy can play in practically managing queuing practices at sharing
events [50, 93].We trouble the narratives of individualism and other-
ing (i.e. objectifying relationships among different groups of people)
that can easily stem from digitally mediating such interactions. We
reflect on the possibilities to frame and scope queuing practices
at food sharing events as moments to: i) break with individualism
and sustain mutual relationships among the different actors taking

part in events, and ii) facilitate commoning, that is the possibility
to care and manage together practices of food distribution.

2 RELATEDWORK
This paper draws on two strands of related work, namely research
on Food and HCI and scholarship on Community Economies.

2.1 Food and HCI
Throughout recent years, food [4, 9, 12, 15, 40, 48, 59, 72, 95, 99]
and, more specifically, food sharing [14, 20–22, 24, 31, 32, 67, 102]
have become prominent topics within HCI research. The CHI 2012
workshop on Food and Interaction Design [16] has given visibility
to an emerging area of research that explores the role of technol-
ogy to mediate human-food interactions in social settings, enable
more sustainable and healthier food practices, or to promote alter-
native food cultures. Related work has also pointed to the growing
need for HCI to engage with variegated food practices – ranging,
for instance, from production to transport, or from purchasing
to preparation and consumption – and to consider them as con-
texts for design [13]. Work has called for the design of celebratory
technologies [42], that is interactive artefacts that emphasise the
positive and delightful experiences people might have with food, in-
stead of merely focusing on "problematic" human-food interactions
that technology could help modify. Grimes and Harper [42] have
also discussed the ways in which food can be regarded as a gift,
for instance, by adding personal values through the processes of
preparingmeals for friends and family members. Relatedly, research
[17] has also pointed to the need to further HCI understandings of
social food practices, with respect to the roles of collectivism and
community, and the ways technology can support collective action
and advocacy (e.g. making visible issues of food poverty).

As the area has developed, efforts have been made to create a
research agenda for food in HCI [73, 83]. This work has drawn
attention to the recent interest in disrupting current food systems
through innovative technology – e.g food delivery applications,
food waste reduction applications, food sharing platforms – while
unpackingwhat impact such technologies could have and for whom.
Overall, within the domain of Food HCI, we have seen a clear shift
away from research focusing on individual interactions with tech-
nology, to a more complex network-based approach striving to
understand the material circumstances and social practices sur-
rounding food [80]. Early work leans towards treating the ‘prob-
lems’ people have with food, while working with the assumption
that system change can be achieved by individuals operating alone,
for instance, through households practices or managing one’s own
nutritional intake [42]. Overall, this work does not address the
participatory and collective efforts that people can do together to
address concrete matters of concern. More recent work (for exam-
ple Prost et al. [80] and Heitlinger et al. [46]) has engaged with
the systemic tensions between food and environmental, social, and
economic goals. This research has focused on empowering people
as ‘food citizens’ who, operating as part of a grassroots commu-
nities, can have agency and a bottom-up impact on food systems.
This constitutes a point of departure from regarding people as mere
consumers who can track where food comes from, or can contribute
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to food waste reduction by, for instance, purchasing food at lower
price – i.e. see apps like Karma [51].

Food sharing has undergone a recent surge in popularity within
academic, political and public discourses. This interest has drawn
attention to the many forms of food-sharing: from ancient practices,
such as daily exchange of food within foraging communities, to
technology-mediated transactions also associated with the sharing
economy (see, for instance Anna Davis’s work [20–22]). Food shar-
ing is undertaken for and with others, reshaping relations with both
human and non-human entities, tangible (e.g food) and intangible
(e.g. knowledge) resources [67]. It is a broad concept entailing a
variety of practices that can take many different forms depending
on factors such as the type/source of food being shared, the size,
or geographical location of the community in which it is shared.
Within different food sharing initiatives, food is not necessarily
always free or gifted and financial exchange is often entailed, either
by profit or not-profit organisations [20]. Here it is important to
make the distinction between food sharing which is conducted as
a profitable business, and food sharing as it pertains to grassroots
communities for which monetary compensations are not a pre-
requisite for food distribution. Relations and interactions among
people within these two models can be fundamentally different,
but do not need to be in contrast with one another. Nevertheless,
as noted elsewhere [49, 53, 55], the inclusion of financial exchange
between interested stakeholders can reflect on the type of social
dynamics between them and the expectations associated with such
relationships.

Moreover, digital technologies have the potential to shape so-
cial interactions and dynamics among the many actors involved in
food-sharing endeavours. For example, a study of the large scale
German food-sharing community, foodsharing.de [33], has showed
that participants cared for the economic and ecological aspects
associated with reducing food waste. However, doing something
good, and donating food to people ‘in need’ were also motivations
stated by some participants. This work has also illustrated that
the bespoke digital platform used by the community facilitated
one-to-one, conditional exchange, through a feature of the platform
that allows for single persons to place requests for food baskets,
and donors to chose to accept or decline them [32]. In this case,
individual participants can limit food-sharing to those that fit their
specific interpretation of ‘in need’ recipient, rather than upholding
the principles of the community as a collective actor. The technol-
ogy implemented by foodsharing.de to make the process of sharing
food more efficient, also led to undesired results with regards to the
social dynamics of the community. Moreover, this work [33] has
reported a distinction between ‘help-seekers’ and ‘help-givers’, and
a significant imbalance between ‘giving’ and ‘seeking’ posts on the
community’s Facebook page. This has resulted in the feelings of
shame that might go with social and economic needs of collecting
food, eventually discouraging people from taking it [32].

In sum, previous work acknowledges the complexities of investi-
gating and supporting both food and food-sharing practices. More
specifically, HCI research on food and community initiatives has
illustrated the role of bespoke platforms in enabling direct interac-
tions among donors and recipients, yet overriding the sociability
of food sharing practices [23]. Previous work [9] has illustrated

the creation of artefact ecologies – including wiki spaces, spread-
sheets and cloud services – to support the articulation work in
collective efforts to distribute local food, e.g. from placing orders
to advertising events. Research has also outlined the use of IoT
(Internet of Things) devices to support collective food growing [46]
and of location-based systems for distributing food and matching
resources to needs [24]. We further this research by unravelling
the labour of managing food sharing events. Between the ideals of
an activist endeavour and the practicalities of running events, our
design reflections address queuing practices within an initiative
striving for sustainability.

2.2 Introducing Community Economies
A community economy [35] is a generative economic system that
has been defined as the ongoing process of negotiating our interde-
pendence: "the explicit, democratic co-creation of the diverse ways
in which we collectively make our livings, receive our livings from
others, and provide for others" [25, p. 3]. It has been embraced by
an array of activist-scholars that seeks to render diverse economic
processes visible [36]. Work in this area affirmatively strengthens
marginalised modes of livelihood that co-exist under the umbrella
of mainstream economic models, for example, through volunteer
or care work or free exchange of goods – e.g. sharing and gifting
[68]. A community economies approach brings community involve-
ment to the forefront in concern with practices of coexistence that
recognise and constitute the commonality of being [85]. This in-
volves embracing multiple layers of participation, commitment
and interdependence while accepting that degrees of involvement
vary among community members and change over time. Examples
of community economies include: ecovillages, where sharing and
collaborative practices pervade all aspects of life [30], community-
supported agriculture, where consumers subscribe to the harvest
of a certain farm [15], and organisations such as ‘Willing Workers
on Organic Farms’ (WWOOFING) that connect farmers with peo-
ple who are willing to conduct unpaid work - and learn organic
growing - in exchange for food and accommodation [56].

Community economies champion shared ownership, collective
care and consumption of goods, which is similar to the not-for-
profit origins of the sharing economy [79, 89, 92, 94]. However, the
sharing economy model is based on sharing underutilised resources
for monetary or non-monetary benefits, and has largely become
associated with a platform-based model of community interaction.
Activating communities as part of economic systems bring a more
direct focus on the role of social ties and horizontal relationships in
framing sharing practices. As exemplified in ecovillage projects [30]
exploring ways of collectively being together – not just exchanging
resources – is pivotal to community economies regarded as sites
of shared governance and novel resource distribution. Adopting a
community economy perspective provides a lens to rethink food
distribution beyond the power of monetary transactions as a means
to structure food systems.

The concept of ‘commons’ is central to community economies.
It indicates a resource shared by a group of people, built on prin-
ciples of self-governance, community and local action [37]. Other
research has explored a commons approach to food waste [10, 69],
recognising that food surplus is not a commons in the traditional
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sense: surplus food is something to reduce, rather than reproduce.
However, we argue that the concept is useful for thinking about
how surplus food can be communally cared for and shared, i.e.,
to engage in practices of commoning. ‘Commoning’ denotes the
relational processes whereby people can negotiate access, use and
preserve shared resources, without being locked into the profit-
driven mechanics of the market [37]. In her book, "Governing the
commons", Ostrom [75] describes how communities can cooperate,
or not, to achieve collective benefits, an aspect that she regards
as the tragedy of the commons (see also [45]). Here, we use “com-
moning” to emphasise the role of collectives in negotiating access,
benefit, care, and responsibility for surplus food, focusing on inter-
dependence and mutual care. As we will detail in the discussion, we
contrast commoning with the concept of “othering" to show how
imposing fixed categorisations on persons or groups (i.e. being in
need) can blur concerns with unconditional exchange.

3 STUDYING FOODSHARING COPENHAGEN
Foodsharing Copenhagen is a volunteer-run, grassroots initiative
that aims to redistribute and gift food that would otherwise go to
waste. In previous work [5], we have illustrated FS-CPH’s struc-
ture in different working groups, and the community’s use of sev-
eral digital artefacts to organise and sustain food sharing over
time. This earlier ethnographic investigation has outlined three
distinct participant groups that collaborate through different roles,
namely volunteers, food donors, and event attendees. Approxi-
mately one hundred individuals volunteer to do the groundwork
for the community, from organising events to collecting, sorting,
and redistributing food. Approximately twenty local businesses,
major supermarkets, wholesalers, and bakeries donate unsold food
to the community. Event attendees are those who participate in
the food-sharing events to collect the food that has been made
available saving it from going to waste. The community currently
runs three food-sharing events taking place weekly in different
neighbourhoods in Copenhagen. The community started with just
one event held on Saturdays, but added each of the other two events,
on Wednesdays and Mondays, as the initiative grew in popularity.
An average Saturday event can attract up to 250 attendees, which
marks a main difference from the newer Monday events attended
by roughly 80 people.

3.1 Current Technology Use
FS-CPH use technology in a similar fashion to other grassroots and
socially-engaged initiatives. In this context, the lack of dedicated
budgets, combined with concerns to involve as many people as pos-
sible, often results in the adoption of readily available technologies
participants are familiar with [8, 9, 19, 70, 86, 87]. The commu-
nity uses Facebook as the main platform to advertise food sharing
events and, sometimes, share inspirational contents on food waste
reduction. Moreover, a combination of tools for collaboration (e.g.
VolunteerLocal, Google Drive,) and communication (e.g. WhatsApp,
Slack) are used by volunteers to support the division of work and
shifts between volunteers. Conversely, the practical work of run-
ning events and interactions among attendees is not mediated by
any specific digital technology. This constitutes a main difference
from other grassroots food sharing initiatives – e.g. Foodsharing.de,

FoodCloud, Olio – where the redistribution of food is mediated
by bespoke digital platforms that match food donors to recipients.
At FS-CPH, practices of food sharing take place offline through
face-to-face interactions in the physical places where events are
held. This opens up a range of opportunities to explore the role
that socio-technical designs can play in such a context by: i) in-
vestigating the ways sharing events are practically managed ii)
enabling interactions among volunteers, attendees, and food items
that trouble the one-to-one matching which is emblematic of the
ways digital platforms enable resource sharing.

3.2 Organising Food Sharing Events
The process of organising events begins the night before with the
first food collection. Teams of two volunteers, usually travelling by
bicycle, visit bakeries at closing time to collect unsold bread, cakes,
and pastries and store them in their own homes until they will be
delivered at the event location the next day. The morning of the
event a collection team of three experienced volunteers travels by
rental van (the rental of which is paid for by donations collected
at foodsharing events) to collect surplus fruit, vegetables and mis-
cellaneous food items from partnering supermarkets. Collected
food is delivered to the event location anywhere from one to three
hours before the sharing begins. A team of fifteen volunteers sorts
through the food; where possible, food is removed from its packag-
ing and volunteers collectively select the edible foods based off of
look, smell and feel. Meanwhile, event attendees begin to form a
queue outside, waiting for their turn to collect and rescue a share
of food as shown in fig. 1. Thirty minutes before the event begins,
a second team of fifteen volunteers arrives to take over for the
sharing shift where their role is to help distribute the food and to
clean up after the event. Before events begin, volunteers distribute
tickets that determine the order of entry to the event (this system
is explained in detail in section 4.3), while another volunteer gives
a speech to introduce the doings of FS-CPH, provide information
about the event and encourage people to become involved.

3.3 Data Collection
The empirical material stems from ethnographic fieldwork carried
out over a five-month period and engaging both volunteers and
event attendees. In November 2018, interviews, participant obser-
vations, and a short questionnaire were carried out by the first
author. First, eight semi-structured interviews were conducted with
active volunteers of the organisation. The questions focused on
their reasons and motivations to become involved in the commu-
nity, their specific role within it, and what their job entails as well
as how it practically unfolds. The interviews also delved into the
role of digital technology to support food collection and distribu-
tion, along with setting up, advertising, and managing events. The
interviews were on average twenty minutes long, and they were
audio-recorded and transcribed for documentation and analysis.
Interviewees were recruited by reaching out to the community
founder who suggested contacting eleven highly active volunteers.
Each of the eleven persons was invited to take part by the first
author via Facebook messenger, where the purpose and details of
the study were explained.
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Figure 1: A collection of three pictures from foodsharing events: The first (top-left) shows five people selecting vegetables,
while a crowd of people wait in the background; the second (bottom-left) shows three people selecting vegetable and bread.
The third image (right-side) shows five volunteers, all inmatching blue shirts, setting out food on tables before the event opens
to the public.

Second, a short questionnaire was carried out verbally with
twenty event attendees. Participation took on average five minutes
and the questions aimed to understand the visitors’ motivations
to participate in food-sharing events and how long they had been
attending events. The questionnaire had been designed to be carried
out at events while people were waiting for food. Attendees were
randomly sampled and approached while they waited to collect
food.

Finally, participant observations were conducted over the course
of one food sharing event for a total of six hours. During this time,
the volunteers were followed while they unloaded donated food
from a rental van, sorted it out, organised it into boxes for presen-
tation, handed it out to attendees, and cleaned up after events. At
times the first author was directly involved in these central activi-
ties – e.g. sorting through some of the food, taking fruit out of its
original packaging, and discarding any pieces that were mouldy or
significantly bruised. These were very important moments to gain
first-hand insights on how the activities practically unfolded and
of the values underlying them – e.g. how to identify and rescue
edible food. Moreover, event attendees were observed while queu-
ing outside the event venue and collecting food to take home. Here
attention was drawn, for instance, to the activities they engaged
with while waiting, their interactions with other participants and
friends, the amount of food they collected, or whether being there
seemed to be an enjoyable experience.

Following this phase of data collection we engaged with a first
round of analysis which was used to scope the following data
collection. During this time, we kept contact with volunteers and
attendees to clarify points in the ongoing analysis, and followed

discussions on queuing on their Facebook Group. Then, in March
2019, the first author engaged in a second round of data collection
consisting of a two-hour workshop with nine members of FS-CPH
including six volunteers and three attendees of food sharing events.
The participants were recruited via the public FS-CPH Facebook
page where a Facebook event for the workshop was created and
information about its goals provided. People were asked to email
the first author to confirm their attendance and explain their role
within the community. This enabled us to be aware of different
perspectives represented at the event. Demographically, the age
range of the participants who attended the workshop was 20-40.

The purpose of the workshop was to further unpack the themes
that had preliminarily emerged from the first round of data col-
lection. The workshop was organised as a group interview and
divided into two phases. During the first phase, participants were
split into two groups: one with five participants and the other with
four participants. Each group had a facilitator: the larger group was
facilitated by the first author and the smaller group was facilitated
by a local design practitioner who was hired to help with running
the workshop. Participants were asked to recount how they had
became involved in the community and to share their experiences
of volunteering at, or simply attending, food sharing events. Par-
ticular attention was given to the pros and cons of participating
and to the use of technology to facilitate food sharing practices
between volunteers and attendees. Each group had approximately
45 minutes for this discussion. The second half of the workshop was
a forty-minute discussion, during which all the participants were
invited to reflect on the challenges of sustaining and expanding
food sharing events and making the community grow.
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With participant consent, the interview and the workshop mate-
rial was audio-recorded and transcribed by the first author, while
observations were documented by means of field notes and pho-
tographs.

3.4 Data Analysis
The data sets were analysed collectively, and recursively, by all
three authors through thematic analysis [6]. All the collected ma-
terial, including notes taken during participant observations and
transcriptions of the interviews and workshop discussions were
systematically read and discussed. During a first round of analysis,
we focused on themes concerned with the role of technology in ad-
vertising events, recruiting volunteers, and in articulating the range
of activities whereby food is collected and distributed. We also fo-
cused on themes related to the impact and scale of the community
and how it has expanded over the years.

During a second phase of data analysis, and in preparation for
this article, we more closely drew attention to the ways sharing
events are organised and run by volunteers. Here aspects like the
challenges of managing a growing number of attendees, fairly and
equally distributing surplus food, and experimenting with differ-
ent queuing strategies emerged. Issues regarding the community’s
core values and the attendees’ motivations to take part were also
outlined.

3.5 Research Ethics and Positionality
The choice to not anonymise the name of the food-sharing commu-
nity was negotiated with the FS-CPH volunteers that participated in
the study. This decision resonates withHCI and CSCW research that
has called for a reconsideration of ethics in anonymisation practices
[7], and for a concern to give credit to community-led initiatives
striving for social change [87]. This approach also reinvigorates
the argument that HCI research should find sites of resistance, nar-
rate them, and help them proliferate through design research and
practice [47]. The geographical location of the community has been
disclosed, as it is important to recognise the very specific socio-
cultural context that shapes the ways the community operates and
conceives of surplus food – e.g. an environmental concern rather
than a means to charity. Interviewees and workshop participants
have instead been anonymized to avoid direct connections between
people’s identity and data.

The first author has been involved with the FS-CPH as both
a researcher and a participant. She was aware of the community
through her previous and sporadic participation in food sharing
events as both an attendee and a volunteer. This previous involve-
ment was helpful to gain access to the field. She could, for instance,
contact an acquaintance among the community volunteers who
suggested some participants for initial interviews. Nevertheless, as
the author’s previous involvement in the community had been lim-
ited, there lacked a nuanced understanding of how it is organised
and what role digital artefacts play in this setting. Additionally, at
the time of the first author’s participation in the community, food
sharing events were much smaller and the central issue of queuing,
discussed in this paper, was not yet a concern for the volunteers.

4 FINDINGS
In the sections below, we illustrate the ways surplus food transi-
tions between multiple framings – that is, how it is invested with
different values and meanings – as it is passed on from donors, to
volunteers and, finally, made available to attendees at food sharing
events. The analysis draws attention to how food is ultimately trans-
formed from a commodity to a gift, and from an exchange based on
monetary transactions to one valuing environmental issues, social
relationships and emotional qualities. The analysis shows that such
socio-cultural aspects are central to the organisation of queuing
mechanisms at events and to the volunteers’ labour to manage
them.

4.1 Preventing food waste as a form of activism
Following the Facebook “create an event" template, food sharing
events are publicly advertised on the community’s Facebook group,
where dates and locations are communicated. The group is public
and one does not need to become a member to access the infor-
mation shared. This openness of the community, and the related
concern to reach broad audiences, is also emphasised in the in-
troductory speech given before each event, whereby volunteers
invite to more actively take part anyone wishing to do so. This
stance also reflects the vision that food is – and should be – gifted
to anyone. Redistributing surplus food is for FS-CPH a way to
mitigate the problems related to current food systems – from pos-
sible overproduction to overstocking – and to generate concrete,
bottom-up alternatives to deal with the challenges of food waste
reduction. This constitutes an essential difference from other food
sharing or food networking initiatives seeking to help vulnerable
groups and driven by concerns for social justice and food democ-
racy [14, 24, 80, 81, 102]. As one of the volunteers put it, FS-CPH
is not about "feeding people, its food sharing" (Attendee 2). While
the statement might be interpreted as an intention to turn away
attendees that might be in need, follow-up conversations helped
clarify that volunteers believe that food waste reduction, as an en-
vironmental issue, is a concern for all and not just for vulnerable
groups.

Resonatingwith the progressive agenda of communities economies,
FS-CPH provides a context to rethink the processes, practices, and
actors that make possible the distribution of food within the local
community they depend on [62]. The data analysis shows that many
FS-CPH volunteers regard redistributing surplus food as a form of
activism, that is a set of collective actions concerned with some-
thing experienced as wrong and that should, thus, be addressed.
Attending events makes the amount of edible food that would oth-
erwise be disposed of visible and tangible to anyone present. As
such, sharing events have the transformative goal to make people
aware that much of the surplus food, labelled as waste by retail
stores, is actually of high quality and perfectly safe to be consumed.

While redistributing surplus food can alleviate the challenges of
existing unsustainable food systems, for the volunteers it also has
the power to sensitise people towards individuals’ responsibility
to prevent food waste – which can hopefully extend to domestic
practices of food consumption and disposal. Several of the attendees
mentioned in this respect that the experience of participating for
the first time was striking and eye-opening. While participants –
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particularly volunteers and deeply concerned attendees – are aware
that reducing food production would require systemic political and
economic interventions, they see events as opportunities for people,
volunteers, and attendees alike to challenge accepted norms and
shared perspectives about food habits. This means to realise, for
instance, that ugly vegetables, pickles, salt, and food that has passed
its best before date – but not yet passed its expiration date – can
be safely consumed 1. As illustrated in the quote extracted from
the workshop, volunteers are especially concerned not only by the
quantity, but also by the type of food that is sometimes donated
and would otherwise go to waste:

It‘s like, we have pickled onions, there was pickled
onions here yesterday! That‘s preserved! They shouldn’t
really go bad. I‘m kind of amazed, I‘m really amazed
any time we have packets of sugar. We had a huge
pack of salt, 50 or 60 kilos of salt! (Volunteer 1)

The practical organisation of collective events, that make visible
the limits of current food distribution systems, is seen to empower
people towards more sustainable lifestyles. This ultimately defines
what volunteers regard as the community’s impact: the more people
take part, the more food is distributed, and the more people become
aware of edible food that normally goes towaste. As explained in the
website, FS-CPH defines its mission as follows [18]: "We are working
to provide everyone (individuals, communities and businesses) with
knowledge, tools and power to act, care and share/donate food, without
any compromise".

As learned during data collection, the activist stance, which the
community has been built on, is not necessarily the general consen-
sus of the community at large. Although it is common for casual
participants to become volunteers and engage more with the com-
munity, the short-questionnaire shows that for many attendees the
main motivations for attending events is to get some free food. Vol-
unteers do not expect everyone who participates to share the same
level of commitment to the community, and neither do they expect
consensus around core values to be allowed to collect food – this
is especially true with respect to newcomers, or people who have
discovered FS-CPH by chance. However, it is not uncommon for
volunteers to receive complaints from some attendees, for instance
about long waiting times or the types of food available. These in-
stances have led to volunteers being concerned by, and annoyed at,
the large number of attendees misunderstanding sharing events as
being a "free supermarket", where food can just be collected at the
clients’ convenience. As they explained, food collection is not sup-
posed to be the transaction of an efficient pick up (for instance, by
prearranging a time to collect a box), but rather a personal engage-
ment with a matter of concern. Moreover, as they further clarified,
such complains are experienced as a disregard of the work they
invest to make events work, and of their efforts to help others to
rescue food from waste.

4.2 From Commodity to Gift: Investing Food
with Different Meanings

The process of sorting donated surplus food is intensive and time
consuming. However, it is also a prime example of collective care
1We invite readers to turn to [38] for more information about date labelling on food
products.

within the community, with volunteers seeking guidance and reas-
surance from each other in deciding whether items are suitable for
sharing. While no major challenges were observed or recounted
during the interviews, such sorting practices are interesting in that
they surface the values food is reinvested with as it is transformed
from a commodity into waste and, finally, gifted. As we unpack
below, this is not a mere theoretical exercise, but a practical concern
that reflects on the type of social interactions that FS-CH strives
for as a community.

Food is sourced from supermarkets where it is an object that is ex-
changed through monetary transactions. In the socio-economic sys-
tems of modern capitalist societies, this means that food is regarded
as a commodity [101] meaning that it is torn from its life-world
to become an object of exchange [100]. When FS-CPH volunteers
approach retail outlets, the food they collect has been categorised as
surplus. Being no longer profitable due to damage such as bruising,
unlikely to be sold because of overstocking, or no longer deemed fit
for sale for having past its best before date, this food is in line to be-
come waste. Collection by volunteers marks the first step whereby
surplus food is reintroduced into the non-monetary, distribution
system FS-CPH gives shape to.

Through sorting and removing damaged items, food is re-framed
as consumable and regarded by volunteers as a gift; something given
without the expectations of any compensation, especially economic.
Scholarship has outlined [42, 100] the range of activities, personal
meanings and care labour that underlies the transformation of food
items into gifts. This point echoes the volunteers’ experience of
selecting and organising food to be donated at events. While volun-
teers clearly regard their labour as instrumental to the organising
of events – rather than gaining economic benefits – conceiving of
food items as gifts generates ambiguity about acceptable behaviour
at events. As recounted during data collection, they get frustrated
with requests of food that is not available or with questions about
the organic origin of certain vegetables. While this does not mean
that attendees should unconditionally accept anything available,
volunteers are concerned by attendees failing to acknowledge the
work needed to redistribute food at events. In the following quote,
a volunteer corroborates the concept of gifting food. He is, however,
troubled by attendees approaching sharing events as free super-
markets, without realising that making visible more sustainable
life styles and revisiting personal orientation to food waste are also
central aspects of participation – or at the least, what volunteers
expect from attendees.

Well, we live in a world where there’s always a barter
exchange for anything, time or energy. It’s just pro-
moting the idea of just giving without expecting com-
pensation or return for that. People come and give
their time. We’re giving food. We try to encourage
people to, the attendees to take on what we do here
and take that out into their life, give their time, energy,
and food. (Volunteer 4)

The argument that a gift comes with an ‘obligation to reciprocate’
[3, 96] has been challenged as an assumption that perhaps misses
the nuanced behaviours and attitudes attached to sharing and gift-
ing in different contexts [90]. This point was echoed throughout
conversations with volunteers and attendees during the workshop,
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when aspects related to the notion of reciprocity were discussed.
For instance, one volunteer suggested that to be allowed to take
food, attendees should also give back to the community, by perhaps
also volunteering their time. This suggestion was however con-
tested as it would be practically challenging to arrange, due to large
number of attendees, and it would detract from the community’s
ultimate goals to reduce food waste and share unconditionally. As
the conversation progressed, the volunteers agreed that what they
really expect in return for their efforts, is simply for the attendees
to recognise and respect the work they put into making events
happen. One volunteer explained how this is not always the case,
although the majority of attendees seems to understand this point:

There are the people who give problems at times. You
know, it‘s like they want more and you tell them, oh
there‘s plenty of other people and they just don‘t seem
to understand that. It‘s just, you know, to have a sense
of community. So you do get those people that get
mad at you and just throw things back. But, you know,
it’s not most people, it’s just the few that do stuff like
that. (Volunteer 2).

The concept of reciprocity [84] has been described as a social
relation that indicates an inclination and assurance to help others,
but yet with the expectations of something in return. As seen in
the case of FS-CPH, volunteers expect that their efforts will be
reciprocated, not with money or time, but with appreciation and
maybe even change in the the way attendees think about food
waste. As volunteers often lamented during data collection, since
food is free, attendees tend to take whatever they can get, which
can cause conflicts both between attendees and between attendees
and volunteers, especially during larger sharing events. Having
attendees collect too much food is not desirable by the volunteers
in that it could result into moving waste from one rubbish bin to
another or hinder an equal distribution of food among attendees.

As we address in the discussion, this issue intertwines with key
tenets of work on community economies [37, 75], particularly that
exchanging knowledge and expertise can be the base of transactions
that value well-being and interpersonal relationships, rather than
the commercial gains that might derive from them.

4.3 Queuing for Gifts
Looking at the sustenance of its core activities, FS-CPH can be
regarded as a successful grassroots initiative: not only has this en-
deavour stretched out over multiple years (2016-present), but events
have also expanded and grown in number. Nevertheless, as events
are open and publicly advertised, it is difficult for volunteers to
predict how many people will show up each week. This has created
a number of problems that volunteers have to deal with such as
attendees’ resentment for long-waiting hours or unbalanced distri-
bution of food that can result in a few people collecting too much.
For these reasons, over the last two years, volunteers have designed
and implemented three different queuingmechanisms as an attempt
to more fairly and equally distribute food. Issues related to queu-
ing were widely discussed during the fieldwork. In what follows
we outline the connections between the organisation of queuing
practices, the concept of gifting food, and core community’s values
such as fairness. While all volunteers interviewed explained that

the main goal of FS-CPH is to ‘prevent food waste‘, they also place
high value on redistributing food as fairly and equally as possible
– e.g. everyone goes home with something – and in creating a
good atmosphere at events. These two concerns underlie the three
queuing practices discussed below.

4.3.1 First Come, First Served: The Line System. In the early days
of FS-CPH events in 2016, and continuing for approximately one
year until 2017, queuing was organised on a first come, first served
basis where attendees would self-manage in a single line outside
of the community centre, waiting for their turn to take food. This
worked well in the early days, while the community was small, but
as events grew larger, attendees would begin queuing one hour –
sometimes even more – before the event officially started to get first
pick of the food. The event would begin following a short speech,
given by a volunteer, to explain the purpose of the event and how
it would be run. Inside the community centre, the food was laid
out on a straight line of tables, where attendees remained in line as
they selected their food. Volunteers would then guide the attendees
by suggesting how much of each food item they could take based
on the stock levels; for example, if there was a large quantity of
tomatoes people would be encouraged to take a lot, but if there
were few, attendees would be advised to only take one. Through
this mechanism, volunteers tried to ensure that everyone who came
would take at least some food home. However, as we have learned
from the volunteers, this organisation of queuing was eventually
deemed unfair by attendees, as those towards the end of the queue
typically got a lower quantity and a reduced variety of foods.

4.3.2 Randomised: The Numbered System. In 2017, after approx-
imately one year and as the community grew, volunteers experi-
mented with a new approach to queuing; a system we have defined
as "randomised numbered". This was a lottery-like system where
volunteers distributed numbered queue tickets in a randomised
order to attendees. This way of organising queues resembles the
very common experience (at least in northern European countries)
to pick up a queue number, but without the incremental sequencing
of numbers whereby tickets are generally issued. Distribution of
the tickets began at 12:30, thirty minutes before the event opened
to the public at 13:00. Attendees who arrived later could also collect
a ticket at any point throughout the event. Once attendees collected
their ticket there was no need to stand in line. This queuing mech-
anism facilitated the formation of small groups, as people would
wait together or leave and come back again in time for the event.
At 13:00 the event commenced as before with a speech explaining
the purpose of the event, and the food was also presented in the
same manner, but now volunteers would call on attendees who had
tickets within a certain number range, for example 1-15. Based on
this sequential order, a short line would be formed to collect food.
Once the first group was finished the second group would be called,
and so on until all of the food would be taken.

Volunteers thought that the new system made queuing a more
pleasant experience, allowing attendees ‘to wait wherever suits
[them] rather than stand in the queue‘ (Volunteer 4). However, vol-
unteer 5, one of the lead volunteers for the Saturday event, spoke
of frequent conflicts between volunteers and attendees when the
queuing was restructured on a randomised numbers basis. As the
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quote illustrates, the random distribution of tickets was the factor
attendees mostly complained about:

People complain all the time about the fact that they
came here before this person and they came here
before this person. They want to go in first and they
want to go back to the queuing system and we’re
trying to make it a little bit more fair in the way we
distribute it. (Volunteer 5)

As already noted in the section above, a recurrent point in the anal-
ysis is the volunteers’ opinion that attendees who misunderstand
the goals of the community are the more likely to complain about
the problems of standing in line. Interviewees often referred to the
attendees’ misconception of events as being at a free supermarket
or free farmers market. They often emphasised that those who
understand the motivations behind sharing events tend to be more
tolerant of the waiting times, as they recognise the efforts of the
volunteers involved. This point is corroborated by data from the
attendees, where one person (Attendee 1) recounted two episodes
when the lines were very long and volunteers. with large boxes full
of vegetables and fruits, approached people waiting so they could
also take some food items while waiting to enter the main event.

Volunteers also noted that the number-based queuing system
was problematic in that there had been cases for personal gain.
They reported cases where individual attendees had collected more
than one ticket or did not return their ticket from a previous event
in order to increase their chances of being included in the first
groups admitted.

4.3.3 Grouped: The Picture-Based System. In 2018, the community
decided to implement yet another queuing system, which is the one
currently in use. This new system is quite similar to the number-
based system – i.e. it organises attendees into smaller groups – with
the difference that, with this iteration, picture tickets are distributed
as shown in fig. 2. There are twenty-four different groups each
represented by a picture of a fruit or vegetable, and these groups are
called in a different order at each event. The key difference with this
system is that there are 240 tickets in total, ten for each each fruit or
vegetable depicted on it, and these tickets are distributed only before
the event begins. Distributing images removes the expectations of
sequentially that is easily associated with incremental numbers.
While tickets are being randomly distributed, attendees listen to
an introduction speech given by a volunteer. After that, a poster
showing the order in which the groups will be admitted is presented
beside the entrance of the venue, as shown in fig. 2. On the poster,
each picture is now associated with a number but, differently from
the previous organisation, the order in which the groups are called
changes at every event. A volunteer stands by the door to call
out the group names, welcoming the attendees in each group and
recollecting the tickets. In some cases, attendees who have a ticket
towards the end of the queue decide it’s not worth the wait and
return their tickets.

The volunteers have reported that this system generally func-
tions quite well. Having a predetermined number of tickets enables
them to know how many people are present at each event, which
provides a clearer idea of how much food each person should take.
The participant observations and the conversations with both at-
tendees and volunteers reveal that attendees also appreciate the

system, especially as knowing howmany people are present at each
event helps to prevent situations where there is no food left for the
last group of admitted attendees after a long wait. However some
attendees have reported difficulties in hearing their group being
called, and volunteers have criticised this design for still allowing
what they regard as cheating: "people seem to collect them [queue
cards]. So when we call a specific vegetable [..] they [attendees] have
an entire stack of them, all 24 vegetables. (Volunteer 2).

5 DISCUSSION
The analysis has drawn attention to the core values driving FS-CPH,
how they are entangled with the way food is framed (e.g. from a
commodity to a gift), and how food distribution is practically or-
ganised at face-to-face events. Reducing and preventing food waste,
along with making visible the limits of existing food systems, are
paramount goals for the community. As noted in the analysis, the
organising of the community, from food collection to re-distribution
at events, embodies alternative ways to think about – and act upon
– mainstream food systems especially concerning distribution, re-
tail, and final consumption. This aspect is indicative of FS-CPH’s
activist agenda and its concern to create an alternative context to
reintroduce and revalue food otherwise destined to waste.

While other food sharing initiatives [28, 41, 43, 77] are also con-
cerned with food system sustainability, the analysis of this paper
has contributed knowledge on the work of organising events that
demonstrate the complications that can arise when sharing surplus
food. The notion of gifting helps to convey the complexity of such
exchanges. As seen in the analysis, gifted food is entangled with
the labour of rescuing it and reciprocity highlights volunteers’ ex-
pectations to contribute to the community through appreciation
and care in the absence of monetary transactions. As discussed,
the processes involved in organising events are challenging and
tensions might emerge from the clash between volunteers desire to
help reduce food waste and some attendees misunderstanding of
the community’s core tenets – e.g. events are not the equivalent of
free supermarkets or food is to be equally distributed among atten-
dees. As seen, volunteers might get frustrated with the attendees’
failure to reciprocate by, for instance, acknowledging the labour
that makes events happen. Resonating with previous work [53],
our findings show that outside a framework of economic exchange
uncertainties arise about accepted behaviours. Moreover, managing
the flow of attendees at events becomes central to the ways food
is practically shared. Core to the analysis has been the discussion
of the three different queuing systems designed and implemented
by volunteers. The first one is based on the traditional people’s
aggregation in a line, the second on randomly distributing numbers
among attendees, while the third is based on randomly distribut-
ing visual cards to attendees, and then randomly calling all the
attendees with the same card.

Queuing practices have been regarded as an example of actions,
values, and moment-to-moment interactions sustained by its par-
ticipants [39, 61, 91]. Studies have illustrated the situated circum-
stances that make, for instance, jumping queues a breach of social
norms [57] or a desirable act [71], while HCI research has explored
the potential of technology to digitise queuing tickets and enable
efficient queuing from remote locations [33]. In this paper, we argue
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Figure 2: The right image shows the picture tickets that are distributed to attendees. The left image illustrates the poster
showing the random, numerical order whereby groups are called for food collection.

that making visible the labour of structuring queuing as central
to running events shows how collective actions unfold, and the
activist agenda upheld, through both ideals of more sustainable
food systems and the maybe, less attractive job of micro-managing
attendees’ participation at events. As the scale and number of events
grow, it is challenging for volunteers to sustain key community
values, for instance, upholding their idea of fairness – i.e. every-
one’s possibility to collect food in contrast to merely holding queue
positions. We see potential for digital artefacts to ease volunteers’
labour, and make their work and events alike enjoyable, by helping
clarify expectations about first-come first-served norms or reducing
episodes of cheating – e.g. people taking home tickets to use at
following events.

In the following sections we first reflect on the possible impli-
cations of mediating the current queuing practices through digital
technologies. While envisioning the role digital artefacts could play
in this setting [50, 93], we outline the possible transformations they
could entail for the social relationships that are valued within the
setting studied. We then further this discussion by turning attention
to key tenets borrowed from literature on the community economy,
more specifically supporting mutual relationships and practices
of commoning. This shift, we argue, is relevant to sensitise HCI
researchers, designers and activists alike, towards: i) the minutia of
organising work, from arranging food distribution to structuring
the forms of attendees’ participation through queuing practices; ii)
the values, practices, sites of engagement, and narratives (i.e. how
design challenges are framed) that are reconfigured and outlined
by an activist agenda for design (e.g. [19]).

5.1 Mediating Queuing through Digital
Artefacts

Coming together at sharing events and gaining a first-hand expe-
rience of the scale of surplus food rescued is paramount to social
interactions of FS-CPH: physically attending events matters to the

community’s concerns of a more sustainable society. The queuing
system currently in use, which in the analysis we have referred
to as "the picture-based system", brings volunteers and attendees
together before events officially start. These moments serve a prac-
tical purpose, in that tickets (picture cards) are handed over to
attendees who wait for their turn until everyone having the same
card is called to collect food. These moments, however, are also an
important opportunity for volunteers to introduce the goals and
visions of FS-CPH, the workings of the community, and how events
are organised.

Taking a distance from a narrow focus on efficiency to scope the
designing of queuing systems [44], and from practices of paying
people to hold a place in the queue [88] we reflect on how practices
of queuing could be digitally enabled at events.

Firstly, in the context of FS-CPH the processes of digitising tick-
ets and distributing them electronically could take many forms;
from an app that would randomly make tickets available to at-
tendees, or that would only activate tickets when attendees are
situated within the GPS coordinates of the event, to a system where
attendees would have to sign up for events before receiving a ticket.
Certainly, having digital tickets might reduce the episodes volun-
teers lamented about – e.g. attendees keeping tickets for future
events. Nevertheless, regardless of the technological implemen-
tation, redesigning the current system through the use of digital
tickets would have a profound impact on the social interactions
unfolding before each event, when attendees are welcomed and
tickets distributed. In their seminal article, Luff and Heath [63]
have illustrated the interactional problems that arise when physical
artefacts are simply replaced by their digital counterparts. In our
setting, although technology could be used to address elements of
queuing that are computationally tractable [2] to simply digitise
tickets could result in unintended consequences if core concerns
are ignored [78]. To exemplify, much of the face-to face interac-
tions that unfold before each event could be removed as a result
of digitisation, and with that collective moments of co-operation
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are transformed into individual and solitary transactions whereby
tickets are collected. Newcomers’ opportunity to get to know vol-
unteers and their motivations would be reduced; attendees would
still see the scale of food donated, but not the many other people
participating; volunteers would miss an important opportunity to
(re)introduce the work of the community and to invite more people
to join it. Moreover, the Foodsharing.de case [33] shows that re-
placing face-to-face interactions with a platform directly matching
donors and recipients might take away power from the community
to address ethical issues and undesirable actions [10] – e.g. deciding
who to share food with, reselling collected food at a low price.

Secondly, as illustrated in the analysis, an outcome of the ran-
domised picture-based mechanism is that attendees can collect food
in smaller groups, formed on the base of the ticket they are given.
In the face-to-face interactions, before the sharing events, attendees
can see how this happens and understand, for instance, that factors
such as their physical location or the number of people around
them can reflect on the actual ticket they receive. It can also be
assumed that this arrangement leaves room for flexibility, with
attendees being able to exchange, or maybe refuse, tickets to be in
the same group with friends or acquaintances. Digitising tickets
and their distribution would make the process of creating groups
less transparent for attendees and volunteers alike. For instance,
based on a short online questionnaire, the algorithmic architecture
of an app could gather together newcomers and attendees who are
more familiar with food sharing events. Alternatively, returning
and first time attendees could be divided into separate groups, re-
moving the need to hear the introduction speech each week, while
enabling volunteers to spend more time welcoming and guiding
new attendees to the community. Again, regardless of the technical
qualities, we argue that enabling technology to organise groups
for attendees’ participation would require transparency about the
ways groups are formed, and could result in practices of othering
[34]; the objectification of other persons or groups by imposing fixed
categorisations of the different people and roles at sharing events.

Finally, the design considerations above are socio-technical in
that they foreground the social configurations emerging as a con-
sequence of technological interventions. While we have outlined
consequences of technology that we think would diminish, rather
than enrich, the value of relationships within FS-CPH, we do not
intend to undermine the potential of technology in such settings.
There are certainly cons in using digital artefacts to mediated cen-
tral practices at food sharing events. Our design reflections simply
lift the socio-technical challenges of supporting such concerns.
Maintaining physical tickets while enabling processes of calling
groups through digital technology (e.g. though a notification sys-
tem), could ease the often cumbersome interactions of waitingwhile
listening carefully for one’s group to be called. Our argument is that
designing socio-technical systems to organise queuing in settings
where achieving social change is paramount, calls for alternative
ways to frame and scope design. For instance, if surplus food is
gifted rather than traded as a commodity, how can we rethink socio-
technical mechanisms of queuing that move away from narratives
of efficiency (e.g. minimising time) [44] and convenience (e.g. food
selection) associated with the idea of a supermarket? Moreover,
how can processes of individualisation of interactions and othering
be avoided?

In what follows, we borrow from a community economies per-
spective [36, 37, 68] to expand our discussion on reorganising prac-
tices at sharing events. The reflections echo a view of design as
a collective endeavour enabling relationships and attachments to
socio-technical resources, rather than merely developing artefacts
[58].

5.2 Moving away from individualism towards
supporting mutual relationships

The first design reflection regards the role technology could play in
facilitating face-to-face interactions and nurturing core values FS-
CPH strives for. The socio-technical explorations introduced trouble
the idea of individualising transactions, for instance, with respect
to mundane experiences of standing in line or the use of bespoke
platforms that would replace collective encounters between people.
They also seek to move away from the experience of other food
sharing initiatives, where technology delegates to single individuals
ethical decisions such as deciding on people’s eligibility to collect
food [33].

Research has emphasised the importance of coming together
beyond direct encounters with technologies [54, 66, 86], underlined
that designs can easily result in the individualisation of relation-
ships between the actors involved [60], and that social interactions
might decline as the use of digital platforms scales [29]. Expand-
ing this perspective, to put emphasis on the role of community in
designing economic systems [36] brings to the fore the collective
qualities and benefits of sharing and being together, along with val-
ues such as social and environmental sustainability. As noted, these
values are central both to the activist aspirations of FS-CPH and its
practical organisation of public events. Different from community
economies that call for long-term commitment [30], participation
in FS-CPH might be short-lived, either because volunteers relo-
cate or move on to something else, or simply because attendees
only sporadically take part. We suggest that a community economy
approach can help designers explore the relational assets and the
social benefits that can derive even from ephemeral encounters and
short-term participation. Questions such as "How can supportive re-
lationships be enabled and supported in such settings? ", "What makes
relationships meaningful?" How can queuing become an opportunity
to encounter others and to collectively benefit from shared resources –
instead of "How can waiting time be optimised?" – can inspire and
guide the design of socio-technical systems for structuring queu-
ing within a community such as FS-CPH. In the case of FS-CPH,
the scale of sharing events is both the biggest opportunity and
challenge to address such questions. While the growth of events
speaks to the impact of the initiative, both in terms of reducing food
waste and spreading awareness about it, managing large crowds
and participants’ expectations is not easy. Our findings have shown,
for instance, that tensions might emerge between the volunteers’
experience of what constitutes reciprocity in such a context and
norms associated with the procurement of food at retail outlets.

Moving beyond individualism to support mutual relationships
would encompass to i) sensitise designers towards the value of
encountering others, and ii) device design methods that challenge
people’s consolidate experience of food distribution and queuing
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practices while triggering their creative imagination of what they
could look like as a part of an activist agenda for design.

5.3 Facilitating commoning rather than
othering

As noted in 5.1, socio-technical systems can create process of oth-
ering [34] – e.g. a rigid separation between help-givers and help-
seekers [33, 34], and research has pointed to narratives of social
stigma and shame that might stem from relying on emergency
provisioning from food banks [34, 82]. In what follows we suggest
that the concepts of commons and commoning, central to work on
community economies, can be useful to address such challenges.
Commons relates to the pool of resources that are communally
created, owned, used and managed for collective, rather than indi-
vidual, benefits [75]. Within FS-CPH, surplus food is not a commons
to be preserved, but rather something to be reduced. Nevertheless,
commoning, that is the relational process that emphasises the role
of communities in negotiating access, use, benefit, care, and respon-
sibility of shared resources [35] is useful to our work. By drawing
attention to values such as interdependence, rather than depen-
dence, collective well-being, and social and environmental health,
aspects of commoning can be useful to re-frame food waste and,
thus, more sustainable distribution modes.

FS-CPH’s emphasis on gifting food unconditionally is a clear-cut
difference from charitable food sharing initiatives [14]. This stance
contests the idea of second-hand food for second-hand people.
Moreover, the analysis has shown that volunteers have expectations
about the attendees’ contribution to sharing events, from simply
acknowledging the difficulties of running them, to more active
ways to reciprocate – e.g. caring for other people’s presence. As
illustrated, volunteers consider the attendees’ concern to collect as
much food as they can to be a violation of reciprocity norms, thus
disregarding others who are also waiting. This can be seen as a
tension between the collective and individual benefits that Ostrom
[75] identifies as the central challenge of governing the commons.
Here ecological and ethical concerns intertwine as FS-CPH activist
aims clash with the very situated contingencies of upholding them.

There are opportunities here for socio-technical design that
(re)redistribute responsibility and efforts to organise events. This
means enabling socio-technical practices of queuing that reflect
a wish to reciprocate by acknowledging the social and emotional
dimension of gifting food and managing sharing events. This, we
argue, brings attention to the design expertise that grassroots initia-
tives already enact [64], and the ways they seek to address specific
matters of concern. Designing for commons entails an understand-
ing of the social processes whereby commons are maintained and
collectively managed [65], along with a renewed political orienta-
tion for design [97, 98]. Through the queuing practices alone, we
have identified the ways community members are continuously
adjusting modes of participation at events to uphold central values
and to face the challenges of running events that require constant
(re)negotiation of the work of organising.

Drawing attention to commons and commoning outlines collec-
tive processes of caring, managing, and benefiting from essentially
valuable resources such as food. We suggest that questions such as:
"How can mundane, individual practices like queuing be reconfigured

to frame gifted food as something to collectively care for?", ""What
are the relationships between such practices of food distribution and
how events are practically organised?", " How can processes of gifting
food be organised to enrich both social and environmental health?"
"What processes and social relations are already at play, and how are
they valued?" can help avoid the commodification of relationships
(othering) between the many actors involved. Moreover, they move
attention away from what we regard as the commodification of
sharing, that is the replacement of economic transactions with other
forms of utilitarian exchanges – e.g. showing up to just collect food
bags conveniently pre-arranged.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the non-monetary food sharing prac-
tices of FS-CPH, a community-led, grassroots organisation operat-
ing in Denmark. Through ethnographic fieldwork, we have gained
insights into the ground work involved in collecting, sorting and
gifting surplus food at large scale sharing events. Zooming in on
the central practice of queuing as integral to the practical work of
managing activism, we have explored the role of sociotechnical
interactions to structure the distribution of surplus food within a
community setting.

The analysis has drawn attention to the various meanings food
is invested with as it moves from donors to volunteers and, finally
to attendees of sharing events. Once considered unfit for sale, food
is transformed from a commodity to waste and, finally, as a gift
to be shared. While unpacking how sharing events are practically
organised and run, we have focused on the ways queuing prac-
tices intertwine with such meanings. Moreover, the analysis has
identified food waste reduction and the possibility to problema-
tise current food systems as the main goals the community seeks
to achieve. It has also addressed the tensions that might emerge
from this activist orientation and the volunteers’ practical labour
to uphold it.

In the discussion we have reflected on the potential role and
outcomes of utilising digital technology for managing queuing
practices at sharing events. We suggest that, although there is cer-
tainly scope for technological intervention in food sharing contexts,
designers must be conscious of the transformative properties of
digital tools and the untainted consequences [78] that might de-
rive from a narrow focus on making food distribution an efficient
transaction. As changes in seemingly mundane practices like queu-
ing can incur significant changes in the sharing dynamics within
the community, our design reflections outline the sociotechnical
challenges in organising the flow of attendees at sharing events. By
drawing on scholarship on communities economy we have outlined
design considerations to rethink processes of organising sharing
events. We have addressed possibilities to frame and scope queu-
ing practices at food sharing events as moments to: i) break with
individualism and sustain mutual relationships among the differ-
ent actors taking part in events, and ii) facilitate commoning, that
is the possibility to care and manage together practices of food
distribution.

The article has more explicitly focused on the volunteers’ rather
than the attendees’ voices. This is not to mean that volunteers are
more important. Arguably, for such initiatives to be impactful, one
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cannot exist without the other, and valuing the interdependence be-
tween the two cohorts is central to any design endeavour. However,
our fieldwork suggests that the volunteers are more aware of the
community’s workings and what it tries to achieve. As such, they
are sensitive towards possible tensions between the collective and
individual benefits that might stem from practices of food distribu-
tion at events. Future technological explorations should, of course,
be centred on a multi-party engagement in, and with, events.
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